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WEEKLY PARENTS’ BULLETIN NO 20 – WEEK B
Dear Parent/Carer
What half term it has been! Whilst I am sure there have been numerous challenges this half
term I am certain that they are outweighed by the positives. We have been delighted to
see the volume and quality of work submitted by our young people. We have been
staggered by the levels of engagement – which have risen week on week, and we’ve been
really proud to see our students actively engage with wider parts of school like our
photography club, Dean Academy to Tokyo challenge and our student leader’s weekly
challenges. Thank you to all our parents for their tremendous support.
Re-opening & “Catch up” programmes
I wanted just to share my perspective on the numerous reports in the press around the need
for students to “catch up” and the ideas being shared around extended days/summer
schools etc. I am remarkably proud of the work our young people have done, under
incredibly tough circumstances, during this period and reject strongly this deficit model. At
The Dean Academy we want to start by recognising the resilience they have shown and the
numerous new skills they have developed – and think that the idea of “catch up” misses the
point. Whenever we are allowed to re-open fully as an Academy all of our staff will be
ready to welcome back our young people with a smile and ensure we deliver on our aims –
Enjoyment, Achievement, Community. Whatever we do to minimise the impact of this
period lockdown I am certain it needs to be sustainable, for the long term, and fit within the
normal school week as not to introduce more disruption. I certainly do not want our students
to hear that they need to “catch up” after working tirelessly since January.
Limited screen day
On Friday 12th February 2021 we will be setting a series of non-screen related challenges for
students to complete in the afternoon. We recognise that extended screen time presents
challenges for wellbeing. As such, online lessons will finish at 1330 for all students, including
those on site, and we would encourage all students to pick one (or more) activities to
complete! Please see https://thedeanacademy.org/wpcontent/uploads/2021/02/February-No-Screen-Time-Challenge-with-Links.pdf for the list of
activities which has also been sent to students today. I’ll be trying a dog walk – far, far away
from a screen!
If feedback for this type of limited screen day is positive, we will look to make it a permanent
feature of our remote offer after we return from the half term break.
INSET day Monday 22nd February
Please be reminded that Monday 22nd February is an INSET day. No online lessons will run on
this day. Over the half term break we are expecting an announcement from Government
around GCSE arrangements/re-opening plans and staff will use this time to take part in
essential training and planning for a re-opening later in the month. Online lessons for all
students, including those on site, will continue on Tuesday 23rd February.
Md Ed Application
If you have not already done so, please download the My Ed app. This free parent app that
provides you with a multitude of communication and information features to stay in touch
with what is going on at school. The app provides direct access to your child's attendance,
timetable, absence records, achievements, behaviour and much, much more. You will also
see that we update and change the information in the app as the school year moves

along. The MyEd App is available for both iOS and Android devices and can be found on
either the App Store or on Google Play by searching for MyEd.
Bright Spots
Similar to last week we asked teachers to send us some examples of excellent work our
students have sent in. We received so many this file was too big to send! Enjoy looking at
the exceptional work our students continue to produce every week.
Have a wonderful break,

Richard Brand
Headteacher
Student Leaders Challenge – Football Skills/Tricks
Winner of the football skills/tricks challenge was Jamie L in Year 9(video can be seen on
Instagram) and the runner up was Mr Palmer.
The Half term challenge is:
What are you most proud of this lockdown? Have you made something, achieved
something, completed an outstanding piece of work, helped your family somehow? Send us
a photo of what you have achieved and what you’re proud of!
Entries to be in to kellya.jones@thedeanacademy.org by Wed 24th Feb.

BRIGHT SPOTS
ASDAN
Year 10 Asdan students were challenged to watch a film that interested them and write a
critical review of the film that could be put onto a Social Media site – Ms McCormick

1917

Module 1B NO.6

I hope that 1917 will be an interesting and exciting film
to watch. It is a historical story based on a real-life story
and it’s about 2 soldiers in the first world war and how
they are tasked to go and stop an army of British troops
from going over, as the Germans had planned the to
kill them all in a trap.
The plot is very easy to follow and gets interested as the
film pans out the events of the day.
The cast picked for this is amazing as all bring the event
back to life as well as their roles they play.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

George MacKay as Lance Corporal William "Will" Schofield
Dean-Charles Chapman as Lance Corporal Thomas "Tom" Blake
Mark Strong as Captain Smith
Andrew Scott as Lieutenant Leslie
Richard Madden as Lieutenant Joseph Blake
Claire Duburcq as Lauri
Colin Firth as General Erinmore

The film is a one-shot fill, meaning that the camera never stops moving as it is transported by
bikes, cars and men as it is given over in one go and follows the characters extremely fast
and smooth.
The whole film was done outside so all trenches were made in a field and all the tows to give
it a more realistic feel.
The best seen of camera work is when Lance Corporal Schofield was running throw the
burning city as flares lit up the night sky running from a drunk German soldier.
The film is very enjoyable, and the best part was the seeing all the soldiers going over at the
end.
I recommend that all people see the film as it an
enjoyable and interesting to see.
If I had to compare films to this, I can really say that
nothing is comparable out of 5 stars I would give it a 5
every time.
Josh C in Year 10

Asdan Module 1B No.6
Film Review

Sentence Bullet Points
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• Bad Boys for Life
It’s the third film in the Bad Boys films, I hope it is funny
Action Film
They have retired from the police but one of the guys gets shot and they want to get
them back. The plot makes sense, is easy to follow and some of the things are not
really believable because if you did it in really life you would die
Mike Lawry who is Will Smith and Marcus Burnett who is Martin Lawrence
Yes because they are funny
Yes and they very Good
Slides across a board and cameras are on different angles to show different affect
It was funny when Martin Lawrence kept getting beaten up. All of the film was quite
good
Yes because it was funny
Star rating is a 3 (amazing)

Notes
I think you should go and watch this film because it’s really funny.
I reckon most people would like this film because there are really funny guys in it and they
do funny things but they are very good actors for what they do in the film.
I recommended it to all people because it’s really good and interesting and also really
funny.
In this the funniest guy is Martin Lawrence. He is always doing silly thing and blaming it on
others. For example they try and get the car seat out of the car and the guy in the front of
the car was trying to help him but they guy that was pulling the car seat out of the car he
kept shouting “I got it”.
Film Review
My name is Kieran and I am reviewing the action packed comedy film ‘Bad Boys for Life.’
This is the third film in the series which is about guys that are retired but their friends have
been shot but they are a police squad so they are going out to help them.
In the Bad Boy film some off the stuff is believable but other stuff isn’t because if you did
what they do in really life then you would die.
The main characters in the Bad Boys film are Mike Lawry who is Will Smith in the film and
Marcus Burnett who is Martin Lawrence in the film.
The actors in this film are very good in what they play.
In this film there are some very good camera work and special effects because they slide
across boards and the camera goes on different angles.

I recommend this to other people because Martin Lawrence when he gets beaten up
he does silly things which makes the fight even more funny.
I think this film is a 3 star rate which is amazing.

Kieran L in Year 10
Lucas B in Year 10 completed a study of Melanie Martinez, his favourite musician, then chose
to draw her for his original drawing challenge for Asdan – Ms McCormick

Jack K in Year 11 was asked to produce a report/presentation on an environmental topic
and he chose Global Warming – excellent piece of work, well done. Ms McCormick

HISTORY
This is a History project by Rosie J in Year 7, absolutely amazing. Mr Grant

ART
Excellent work by Chris P in Year 8. Well done. Ms McCormick/Mrs Charles

A lovely half portrait in pencil by Jade P in Year 11. Mrs Charles

SCIENCE
Examples of good work, on the immune system by Kara T in Year 7 – Mr Webb

8S3 made pinhole cameras and here are some pictures. Mrs Rowlands

Ben W

Isabelle P

Lucas D (oh and Zorro the ferret!)

MFL
"To celebrate "La Chandeleur", Year 9 French were given a challenge last week to make
their own crêpes. Well done to RileyJ for his fantastic effort - très delicieux!" Mrs Willis

It’s been a busy week for KS3 MFL students. Year 7 and 8 have been writing Wanted Posters
or Ebay adverts selling a sibling in Spanish and French.
Year 9 French students were set the task of cooking pancakes to celebrate “Le Chandleur”
and Year 9 Spanish students had to follow Miss Burns’ Spanish cooking tutorial to cook a
Spanish Omelette themselves at home.
Here’s some examples of the excellent work produced:
Year 7 – Rosie J

Year 8 – Samed S

SCIENCE
Cerys Year 11 gaining full marks on a really tricky High Demand Exam Question in Triple
Biology. AMAZING WORK! Mrs Rowlands

ENGLISH
Outstanding work by Rachael in Year 10 today. Ms Wilkes
Well done to Rachael for using our Language GCSE work around sentence structures and
clauses to produce this opening based on an image:

Hugging her. Holding onto her for his life, afraid that if he were to let go, she would
disappear. He couldn't face losing her again. Not after what happened last time, it was too
risky. He had missed the smell of her. Lavender. It felt like he was 8 years old again, running
around the house with his brothers. He pulled himself out of his thoughts as he was too afraid
that he would get emotional. He couldn't show that he had real emotion, what if he got
taken away again? There was no way he was going back to that place. He knew that for
sure.
Another fantastic piece of writing for our work on GCSE English Language, this time by Ella W,
Year 10 – Ms Wilkes

The Goosebumps covered my rough skin like a blanket, unlike most blankets that bring
warmth, this blanket was a chill that raised up my spine. The fear made my breathing hitch
in my lungs and throat, big gulps that gasped for air. The gun sat on my temple, ready to be
fired at any moment. They knew how scared I was, with all the mercy I had I pleaded to the
soldier in front of my eyes. He just turned his head to the other guy and ignored that I was
there. In this moment I knew they were here to do something and they were not showing
any mercy. I was gone, left to be forgotten.
Like most stories when people are going to die, their lives flashed before their eyes. I never
believed in it. Until my life flashed before mine. My daughter being born, her first steps, her
first words, her warm smile, her soft cuddles, up until the last moment of her growing older.
My son raising kids and caring for his wife, trying to provide all that he can. My husband that
I dreamed we would grow old together but in this moment I feared not. My hands shook by
my sides as the sweat build on my forehead like a pool of water. I was terrified.
They weren’t saying or doing anything. The loud noise of my breath rushing out as my chest
rose up and down. This wasn’t how I wanted to pass. What did I do to deserve this. My legs
trembled underneath me, ready to collapse in fear. I couldn’t take it, if they were going to
pull the trigger just do it already. As if they could read my thoughts the bullet blasted through
my brain. The last seconds of my life before my eyes before everything turned black.

PRODUCT DESIGN
Case Study by Ruby T in Year 10.

Lovely work by Bluebell T in Year 8 – Travel Game Board

Case Study by Libby B in Year 10

Case Study by Amelia D in Year 10.

Orthographic drawing by Josh in Year 10

Well done to everyone – Ms Westgate

MATHS
Good Maths work by Jessica H in Year 7 – Miss Lewis

Good Maths work from Aaliyah T in Year 10 – Ms Weaver

COMPUTING
This week in Computing we have had another Bronze iDEA award from Jay S in Year 9.
Mr Warren.
Internet Safety Day – by Holly R in Year 8.

Internet Safety Day – by Alex H in Year 9.

VALUES & SOCIETY
A poster on Environmental Beliefs by Charlotte H in Year 9 – Mrs Smith

GEOGRAPHY
Fab work by Maya M in Year 7 -Mrs Price

Amazing diagrams and explanations from Ruby T in Year 10.

Students were asked to explain the formation of river landforms as the river flows
downstream.
Emma K in Year 10

Jake N in Year 10

One of the slides from Connie R in Year 7 PowerPoint presentation.

One of the slides from George T in Year 7 PowerPoint presentation.

Well done to both – Mrs Price

FOOD
Lovely work by Libby T in Year 9 – Mrs Sayers

PHOTOGRAPHY CLUB

